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Description: Ship and store goods cost-effectively and securely with wooden pallets, skids, 
crates, and lumber from Robert's Lumber Sales. Call 909-350-9164. 

 

<< Pallets Slider>> 

Our Pallets. Your Products. 
Complete Protection. 

Ship or store goods cost-effectively and securely with Robert's Lumber Sales. 

 

<<Customer Service Slider>> 

Customer-Centered Service 
Let Robert's Lumber Sales develop a solution for your product shipping and storage. 

 

<<Safety Slider>> 

Committed to  
Safety and Sustainability 

Robert's Lumber Sales builds both goals into our sourcing and manufacturing.  

 

 



<<About Robert's Lumber Sales section>>  

Helping Businesses Do Business 

Robert's Lumber Sales protects goods during shipping and storage with individually-designed, 
cost-effective packing materials made from manufactured lumber. Southern California 
companies have relied on our quality products for almost 20 years. 

<<Learn more about Robert's Lumber Sales.>> 

Packing Solutions for Almost Any Need 

We support a wide range of customers, industries, and requirements, and we specialize in 
large-volume shipping and storage. From aerospace to consumer goods and domestic to 
international use, we design, manufacture, and deliver pallets and products suited to our 
customers' goals.  

<<See why businesses rely on us.>> 

 

<<Products Section>> 

<<Pallets>> 

Pallets from Robert's Lumber Sales are newly manufactured and produced with varying price 
points, dimensions, durable woods, and options to meet export regulations. 

<<Skids>> 

Our skids protect goods at a reduced cost. We source high-quality raw materials and mill 90% of 
lumber in-house to offer customers the packing materials they need. 

<<Crates>> 

Handmade wooden crates from Robert's Lumber Sales are designed to safeguard items during 
domestic and international shipping.  

<<Lumber>> 

We provide wholesale industrial lumber and cut stock to pallet, skid, and crate customers, 
helping them brace goods during transit at a cost saving to retail.  
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About Robert's Lumber Sales 

Robert's Lumber Sales protects goods during shipping and storage with individually-designed, 
cost-effective materials made from manufactured lumber. Since opening our doors to Southern 
California in 1997, we have become a leading producer of <<pallets>>, <<skids>>, <<crates>>, 
and <<wholesale industrial lumber>> with over $20 million in yearly revenue. 

Robert's Lumber Sales supports a wide range of customers, industries, and packing needs. Our 
company specializes in serving businesses throughout Southern California with large-volume 
packing needs. We can manufacture solutions to fit the requirements of almost any project, 
from aerospace construction to consumer goods storage to pharmaceutical shipping. <<Safety 
and sustainability>> are integral to every process. 

Customer-Centered Service 

Businesses choose Robert's Lumber Sales for several reasons, but our service is among the most 
important: 

• We are always available. 24 hours a day and seven days a week, customers can reach us 
by email to get answers to questions, place orders, or check on the status of a purchase. 
Our foremen are typically available by mobile phone as well.  

• Customers can keep inventory in stock. The partnerships we develop with our 
customers allow us to predict their demand. We can develop a plan to ensure that their 
pallets, skids, crates, or lumber are available when they need them.  

• We meet the toughest challenges. Sometimes, businesses require support that goes 
beyond standard service. If products must ship, Robert's Lumber Sales finds the 
resources to ensure our customers can keep their commitments to their own 
customers.  

Short Lead Times 

Robert's Lumber Sales can turn around most orders faster than the typical five-to-six days that 
limit our competitors. We achieve this through better resource management and a better 
approach to manufacturing and shipping.  

 



Organization. Our mill and yard are designed around customer demand; our understanding of 
their ongoing needs means that we can prepare for orders before they are officially made. 

Experience. Robert's Lumber Sales has manufactured over 500 different sizes of pallets, skids, 
and crates. This expertise helps us to produce common customer orders quickly. 

Commitment. Robert's Lumber operates five days per week (more than the typical lumber 
yard.) As needed, we will add an extra day of manufacturing time to get the job done. 

Competitive Pricing 

Robert's Lumber Sales finds several ways to pass on cost savings to customers. 

Purchasing in bulk reduces the overall cost. With almost 20 years in business, Robert's Lumber 
Sales has established relationships with area lumber mills. This allows us to bring in a high 
volume of lumber at once: about $1.5 million in materials per month.  

In addition, we handle almost all of our own milling. Cutting 90% of materials ourselves—
instead of buying pre-made or outsourcing the work—reduces the cost. 

We also deliver the goods. Robert's Lumber Sales operates <<C&C Trucking>> and uses its own 
vehicles to get packing materials where they are needed. This eliminates outsourcing costs and 
lets us deliver according to the customer's schedule. 

All of these factors, combined with our skilled team and efficient processes, let us produce 
materials at a high quality and more affordable rate.  

<<Get in touch with Robert's Lumber Sales>> for a free quote. 
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Products 

Robert's Lumber Sales offers shipping and storage products to meet a variety of requirements. 
<<Safety and sustainability>> are benchmarks of our work, and customers rely on us for our 
customer-centered approach, short lead times, and <<in-house trucking delivery>>. 

Often, we can advise customers about options that are more cost-effective or durable than 
their initial designs. <<Contact us>> about manufacturing <<pallets>>, <<skids>>, <<crates>>, 
and <<wholesale lumber>><< ANCHOR LINKS TO THE BELOW. Maybe separate sections with 
visual design.>>, or…  

Learn more about each of our products below. 

Pallets 

Construction. Our pallets are newly manufactured to ensure their reliability and strength.  

Heat-treated / kiln-dried. We offer this option to meet international exportation regulations 
and to protect certain consumer products.  

Lumber variety. We provide several grades of raw material ranging from economy to utility. 

Design. We can create pallet solutions for almost any shipping or storage need and will come 
on site to make suggestions for designs.  

<<Contact Robert's Lumber Sales for a free quote on pallets.>>  

 

Skids  

Cost-effectiveness. Our skids secure goods for shipping and storage while reducing expense.  

Cut to design. We source high-quality raw materials and mill 90% of lumber in-house to 
produce the designs customers need. 



Building partnerships. We advise customers about which products and variety of skid is the 
right solution, protecting their goods and their budget. 

<<Contact Robert's Lumber Sales for a free quote on skids.>>  

 

Crates 

Export with confidence. Wooden crates from Robert's Lumber Sales are specifically designed to 
protect less durable items during domestic and international shipping.  

Handmade. Our experienced team builds each crate by hand. As with our <<pallets>> and 
<<skids>>, we conduct a thorough investigation of materials and finished goods before 
shipping.  

Metal and steel. Customers in these industries rely on us to manufacture crates that meet high 
tolerances and strength requirements.  

<<Call Robert's Lumber Sales for a free quote on crates.>>  

 

Wholesale Industrial Lumber (Cut Stock) 

Robert's Lumber Sales offers cut stock and raw lumber exclusively to pallet, skid, and crate 
customers. Customers often use these materials to brace their goods or to keep their products 
from shifting in transit.  

Our long-term relationships with area lumber mills and our in-house milling operation mean 
that we can typically sell industrial lumber at a more competitive price than buying retail.  

<<Contact Robert's Lumber Sales for a free quote on lumber.>> 
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Safety and Sustainability 

Robert's Lumber Sales prioritizes safety its daily operations.  

• To ensure OSHA compliance, we partner with Industrial Safety Professionals, Inc., a 
Southern California environmental health and safety expert. 

• Each week, our staff meets to train in different topics related to safety in the workplace.  

• We address any concerns with an immediate investigation and additional training. 

Robert's Lumber Sales builds sustainability into its process.  

• With the volume of <<pallets>>, <<skids>>, <<crates>>, and <<lumber>> we 
manufacture, we understand that every bit of wood we conserve contributes to a better 
ecosystem. 

• We utilize a cyclone dust collector to capture sawdust as we cut lumber. Our vendors 
recycle this excess into new products such as compost. 

• Larger wood scraps are also recycled by our vendors into woodchips or shavings, which 
can then be used in pet products or other consumer goods.  

Learn more about our safety and sustainability. <<Talk with our team.>> 
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C&C Trucking 

C&C Trucking, a sister company of <<Robert's Lumber Sales>>, delivers shipping and storage 
products to customers on time, on demand, and on budget.  

C&C Trucking serves businesses throughout Southern California; we also deliver within LaSalle, 
Illinois and Perdue, Illinois. Customers can receive materials at their facility, dock, or curbside.  

<<Customers choose Robert's<<about>> for our high-quality service, short lead times, and 
competitive pricing. C&C Trucking is an important piece of how we accomplish all of it. With this 
relationship: 

• <<Pallets>>, <<skids>>, <<crates>>, and <<lumber>> ship in the most effective manner: 
by flatbed (for size) or box van (for greater protection). 

• Customers can contact us with special requirements and schedules, and we can respond 
quickly with their delivery. 

• We can ship materials without hiring an outside trucking company… and without 
passing on this charge to our customers like other lumber companies do.  

Learn more about C&C Trucking and Robert's Lumber Sales. <<Get in touch.>> 


